Newsletter No. 2/2019
International School Braunschweig- Wolfsburg
im CJD Braunschweig

Dear parents, students, and staff members,
It is with great pleasure that I present to you the second newsletter of this year. You will find evidence
of how diverse and interesting our school life is.
Some days ago, I received many letters from Year 3 students. They came up with suggestions and
wishes on how to improve our school and make it a better place. Some of them would like to have

animals in school, others suggested picking up litter regularly or sorting and recycling waste in our
classrooms. Students of the higher classes participated in the Friday strikes seeking to stop global

warming and climate change. All of these ideas show that our students, no matter how old they are,
develop awareness for school, community or environmental issues. We will continue discussing ways
how we as a school can contribute to these important points and implement them into our everyday
school life.
Teachers have just finished checking the Assessment Tests of the second term and writing the next
report cards. The second term is about to end; students of Year 10 and Year 12 are in their final

preparation and revision classes before the upcoming IGCSE and IB exam session. After Easter, also
our students of Year 6 and Year 8 will sit their Cambridge Checkpoint Tests.
Dear students,
This is not the first and neither will it be the last exam
in your life. My best wishes are with you.

Best regards,

Anne Köneke,
Head of School
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School Life
RC/Year 1 Afternoon Room
We celebrated Chinese New Year on the 5th of

February and enjoyed different activities throughout
the week to celebrate the ‘Year of the Pig’. The

children enjoyed learning about all the traditional
events that take place during this time. A week later
we were invited to explore the country ‘Poland’ with
Mr. Dybka and Ms. Wisotzki. We were able to learn
so many new things from them and had so much
fun playing games, crafting and learning how to

speak some Polish words. Many thanks to the both of them for making this a great event.
And now it´s time for carnival! We were busy crafting clowns and masks, and enjoyed a fun-filled
afternoon full of dancing, games, costume shows and much, much more. We would also like to

express a big thank you to the PTA for enriching our afternoon room with a new wardrobe and mirror
for the new costumes they have bought for us!

Upper Primary Afternoon Room
On March 1st we held our annual
Carnival Party, which was

successfully organized by Ms.
Woodson. There were various

activities such as the Bottle Toss,
Photo Booth, Piñata, Face

Painting, to name a few. We also

had special treats donated by the
parents and as an extra special surprise, the PTA donated a

Piñata! The costumes presented by the children were incredible
and we even made a short parade to present the wonderful

costumes. All in all, everyone had a great time and we look forward to the next afternoon room event!
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House Competitions – Arts Competition
House competitions were held in the primary years.
In the first house competition of this year, Years 2 - 5
participated in an Art Competition and the task was

an Interpretive Art. Printed media was used to express
their imagination and the settings were both fantasy
and realism. Students were asked to use their own
drawing or painting to elaborate on photos from
printed media.
After a lot of deliberation, the jury finally made their choice and declared the winners:
Ayaka Ieiri and Momoko Igiri (Friedrich Gauss house)
Jael Martinez Vaquero (Ricarda Huch house)
Sophia-Aurelia Berghahn (Georg Westermann house)
Elisabetta Accardo (Konrad Koch house)
A hearty congrats to all the winners!

House Competitions – World Book Day Competition
Some more house competitions were held on the World Book Day in the primary section. The lower

primary students had to match the characters with the names of some of the best children’s books.
Winners are: Ruby Evans, Willow Stewart and Bhargavi Chougule from Year 1.
Jaein Ryu, Greta Wöhle, Phoebe Chamberlain, Zoe Troch, Anna Frings, Claire Lapinski and Karas Ghaly
from Year 2.

During this time, the upper primary students had the tougher challenge to guess the teacher’s

“Shelfie”. Yellow house was the winner in Years 3, 4, and 5 and the Blue house was also the joint
winners in Year 5.
Congrats to all of you!
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World Book Day 2019
The Primary School celebrated World Book Day on Friday,

March 8th. Suddenly the primary section was flooded with
characters ranging from Harry Potter to Matilda, Cinderella to
Little Red Riding Hood, Princesses and Princes! All students
came dressed as their favorite fictional characters. The day

started with an assembly where facts about World Book Day

were given by Mr Chamberlain and Mrs Johnen. Students learnt
that over 100 countries around the world celebrate World Book
Day in order to discover the wonder and the power books can

bring to one’s life. Our Senior Governor, Mr Chamberlain, also
donated two books to our school library. Later, each class went
on stage with their class team and proudly presented the

characters they came dressed up as and even showed the book
the character was from. After that there were a lot of fun

literary activities played group-wise in the assembly hall. Time
just flew by and soon it was time for breakfast! The second block started with an inter-house

competition for Years 1 and 2 where they had to write down from which book a character had been
chosen. It was an enjoyable time for the students running around to look for the book’s name that

matched the picture. The Reception Class and Year 1 also had plenty of enjoyable activities in their
classrooms in the morning. The children thoroughly enjoyed themselves.
Years 3-5 also had to guess the staff member’s “shelfie” by looking at pictures of book shelves. Some
were quite easy to guess, but some were really hard. Apart from this, there were also plenty of

enjoyable activities for the classes to do. There was a Jeopardy Literary Quiz prepared by Mrs Johnen
for Years 1-5 to be played House–wise. It was a day for the Konrad Koch (Yellow) House. The winners
for most of the competitions were from this House. Well done! You have won many House points for
your House.
After lunch parents came to read out some stories in German or in English and we even ate yummy
donuts, donated by the PTA. Thank you PTA for your generosity! Last, but not least was the book

swap. Children brought books from home that they did not want to read anymore. In exchange for the
number of books they brought,

they could choose books from the
stall to add to their home library.
As all nice things finally come to
an end, our World Book Day’s

activities also ended. We were all
so incredibly happy and are, of

course, looking forward to next
year’s World Book day!
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PingpongMANIA Winter 2018/2019
The poolplay round of PingpongMANIA is finished. Since January, students from Year 6 and up and
few of the staff members have played over 120 matches in a format of each vs each in 6 pools.
The winners from each pool, the 2nd places and four best 3rd places will now make the best 16 players
who will advance to the playoffs round. The playoffs will be a double elimination round that will
eventually determine the CJD International School 2018/2019 PingpongMANIA winner. Christoph
Diester (currently Year 8) is defending PingpongMANIA CJD champion from last year. Below is the list
of the best 16 players with their poolplay standings (place, win-lost diff. in points).
Camill

Y12

(1st, 60 pts.)

Mr. Chen

staff

(1st, 59 pts.)

Christoph

Y8

(1st, 56 pts.)

Mr. Dybka

staff

(1st, 50 pts.)

Marc

Y9

(1st, 33 pts.)

Jason

Y10

(1st, 32 pts.)

Mr. Lewis

staff

(2nd, 31 pts.)

Mr. Hasan

staff

(2nd, 30 pts.)

Jan

Y10

(2nd, 30 pts.)

Aurelia

Y7

(2nd, 28 pts.)

Hannes

Y7

(2nd, 23 pts.)

Mr. Mascia

staff

(2nd, 20 pts.)

Valentin

Y8

(3rd, 20 pts.)

Thiago

Y9

(3rd, 19 pts.)

Gregor

Y8

(3rd, 18 pts.)

Guilherme

Y7

(3rd, 11 pts.)

Information about the classes
RC
The Reception Class enjoyed celebrating Chinese
New Year. The children were very excited to craft
the dragon and participated in our parade with

enthusiasm. We would like to thank the students
and teachers of our Secondary Section for their

support in the parade. It was a great honor for our
younger ones! We prepared special Valentine’s
cards with a song of love for our visit to the
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Seniors Home. Our little angels participated very generously and thoughtfully at the Seniors Home.
We are learning about the importance of ‘Our Local Area’ and

had great fun visiting the local library. On our way we observed
the landmarks from school to the local library.
In literacy we have focused on letter sounds and matched them
with our theme on fairy tales. We crafted many activities and had
an awesome time role-playing in the puppet theater.

In numeracy we are learning about numbers and addition with
the help of various games and songs.
We were delighted to dress up for carnival and enjoyed the special day.

Year 1
Last month Year 1 celebrated the 100th school
day! The children were proud of the fact that they
are 100 days smarter and completed a variety of
fun activities all focused on the number 100.

This term, we had ‘Toys’ as our topic. We
compared old toys and new toys, focusing on

their similarities and differences, for example
material and condition. The children enjoyed bringing their favorite toy to school and sharing it with

the class. We also had fun crafting string telephones and learned that sound travels through various
objects, such as string.

As part of the ‘Toys’ unit, we had a fantastically fun time on our trip to the Autostadt, where we
attended the workshop ‘Mein Luftraketenauto’. The children had the opportunity to make a small toycar and learn about ways to make it move using an air-balloon.

Year 2
Learning Maths Can Be Fun 😊
Year 2 is having a lot of fun
while learning their time

tables. They enjoy playing
games, such as memory,

dominos, bingo or bead bars

with their peers. While playing
games and doing various

hand-on activities they get to
memorize their multiplication
facts quickly and easily.
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Digging For Dinosaurs
In Art lessons, the students created their dinosaur bones craft using cotton swabs. They also made
amazing fingerprint dinosaur eyes. After choosing their favorite dinosaur, the students have been

working hard on creating their own dinosaur posters during SST lessons. We look forward to having
many fascinating presentations!

Year 3
Happy Chinese New Year! 2019 is the Year of the Pig

- and we enjoyed learning about the special traditions
of this celebration - even getting a chance to use a

beautiful calligraphy pen to make greeting cards. In
Maths, Year 3 created a city made of paper, called

‘Polygon’, where we used different sized polygons to
recreate a city scene. Using our knowledge of

polygons, we created a city with such buildings as an
airport, a school, a church, museum, shopping and
residential area - complete with playground! We

would like to invite everyone for a visit to our classroom where we can show you our creation and give
you more information.

Year 4
It’s fun working together
Apart from individual work, Year 4 also formed groups and worked jointly on various topics in
different subjects. In English, one such topic was to find synonyms of some common words which

they have to use regularly in writing. The class was divided into groups and used their dictionaries
and translators to find the different ways to express the word, instead of having to use ‘nice’ each

time! The same was true with the other overused word ‘said’. There were, indeed, a wide variety of
alternatives to ‘said’ and the students were fascinated to learn words like bellowed, barked,

announced, etc. The groups then prepared a poster and hung it up on the English-board! It was fun to
see the final result of their team work!
In SST, the children enjoyed learning all about the inventor of the

telephone: Alexander Graham Bell as an introduction to the topic of

sound. First, the class split into their ‘rainbow’ groups, in which each
color had to research a different area of the inventor’s life and

achievements. The children found many interesting facts and were
surprised to learn that Bell’s mother was deaf, sparking his interest in
how we hear sound. Afterwards, the children returned to their ‘home’
groups in which they shared what they had learned and worked as a
team to compile their information onto a poster to present to the

class. Not only did they learn a great deal about the beginning of the
telephone, here too the students learned how to work better as a team. Well done Year 4!
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Year 5
Study Time Stars!
Learning how to study independently can be a difficult skill to grasp. With the
move to Middle School on the horizon, the class team of Year 5 has been
helping to motivate the students to stay organized, prioritize tasks and

become more independent in their learning. When working well during study
time, the class was able to earn stars with the goal of filling the whole chart.
When the chart was complete, students were given a class treat. Students

were thrilled after reaching their goal of a full star chart, to have a treat of hot
chocolate and cookies! Children who are more independent learners tend to
have more self-confidence and have a greater sense that they are in control
their future studies.

of their learning. We hope Year 5 can continue using these important skills in

James and the Giant Peach
This term our book study is on Roald Dahl’s first book: James and the Giant

Peach. Students are continuing to develop their reading and comprehension
skills through guided reading lessons and have enjoyed writing similes and
metaphors to describe the books’ characters. Year 5 enjoyed making

comparisons between Aunt Sponge and Aunt Spiker and exploring Dahl’s
brilliant use of figurative language.

German Project: Year 5: a primary section program
A recent topic of discussion in today’s world is global warming and how to save the earth. In the

subject German Project Year 5 also dealt with the topic Umwelt/Abfallvermeidung. They were shocked
to see the damage plastic can do! They then made a presentation to the primary classes and spoke

about the dangers of plastic. They even prepared a short quiz on how to recycle/separate garbage to
help our earth.
The students even had the idea to bring a plastic-free breakfast each Friday till Easter Vacation and
send out a letter to all primary school parents asking them to avoid any disposable plastics, drinks in
tetra packs, etc. Dear Year 5 students, this step will definitely add to the world venture of saving our
Earth! Well done!
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Year 6
Knowing diverse cultures is a part of Geography as well
as Ethics, Morality, and Religion Studies.

Cooking and food are very important components of a
culture. Many have inhibitions about eating other's

food, which might create conflicts. Knowing others is
not complete unless
one comes closer.

That is why this "Let's
cook together" activity was taken up to bring students from various
cultures together in a common kitchen and later around a table.
The whole experience for students was exhilarating. Ice melted
between some, especially among newcomers. This was one of the

goals apart from the tasty food prepared by our wonderful children.
The exercise ended on a happy note.

Year 7
./.

Year 8
Since 2000, International Mother Language Day (IMLD) is a worldwide annual observance held to
promote cultural diversity and tolerance along with promotion of multiligualism.

On February 21st, 2019, as a part of EMR lessons with Y8, we observed the International Mother
Language Day together.
The students came to know about the significance of the day and the movement for mother tongue as
a human right, which was initiated by the small country of Bangladesh, South Asia.
In Y8, there are students from various countries of Asia, Africa and Europe. They all wrote on the
blackboard following the wish in Bengali language. It was a great and emotional moment.
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Year 9
./.

Year 10
./.

Senior School
CJD-JIRS IBDP Exchange Program 2019

Becoming an exchange student is an

exciting way to enhance one’s life by
living and experiencing another

country. This is exactly what our IBDP

students of Year 11 experienced from
the 17th-28th of January, 2019 at the
JIRS (Jain International Residential
School) in Bangalore, India. Jain

International Residential School (JIRS)
is a good school with international

standard, infrastructure and facilities. It was founded by Jain Group of Institutions in 1999 and is a
coeducational, residential-international school with more than 750 students. It has a professional

sports academy with 18 sports disciplines and over 40 professional coaches. CJD has a MoU with JIRS
for IBDP student and staff exchanges. The team of JIRS students and staff members visited the CJD
Braunschweig in 2014.
Our staff and students have proved that "International Mindedness" can be taken across borders and
continents by successfully executing joint CAS projects for projects like "Blind School Project" in

Bangalore. Staff members from our partner schools exchanged their expertise by hosting in-house
professional development and workshops as well in the areas of Theory of Knowledge, Geography,
Business Management and Computer Science. Students also had the opportunity of doing a
Geography Internal Assessment field work survey in the Silicon Valley of India.

The exchange program concluded with our students taking part in the Model United Nations
conference and winning three ‘’Special mention awards” in Mumbai before departing for Germany.
Naresh Seetharam (IBDP Coordinator)
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PTA
Happy Spring Break everyone!
The PTA has been busy this year with many events allowing us to give back to the school in areas that
are needed. The Lantern parade and Christmas Party were extremely enjoyable events this school

year and the feedback we received was positive. The PTA welcomes new ideas, so if you see ways in
which things can be done better, we welcome your input.

We have also had two bake sales at the parent teacher consultation days. Special thanks to the CAS
students who volunteered to sell the baked goods and of course to the parents (and students) who
bake (or buy) the treats to sell.
It is thanks to the funds raised at these events that we are able to support our school in the way we

do. Over the last month the PTA asked CJD staff for any wishes for the school and we were provided
with a large list of items. The PTA was proud to be able to fulfil the wish list of the school. We

purchased percussion instruments for the music department, handballs and table tennis equipment

for the sports department, a punching bag for the middle school, and dress up costumes, CDs, dolls
and clothes for the afternoon rooms. We also purchased a wardrobe and mirror for the RC/Year 1
afternoon room and a horse for the primary afternoon room. The primary children will also get to

enjoy the opportunity to ride on more trikes as we were able to buy new ones to replace the broken
and irreparable ones. The PTA was also extremely happy to support this year’s Carnival and World
Book Day celebrations.
Also providing funds for the PTA to utilise for the betterment of the school, are the second-hand
uniform sales. Previously worn uniforms are always available for sale on Friday mornings and we are
always welcoming donations of unwanted uniforms. If you no longer want them, please consider
donating them to the PTA. Send in your clean uniforms via your PE or teacher.
We also prepared the staff appreciation breakfast for all the school staff. The breakfast (which tends

to last the whole day thanks to the generosity of our PTA members) is enjoyed in the staff room and is
a wonderful way to say thank you to our staff and all the work they do for our children.

The PTA is ever thankful for the continued support of students, parents and staff that provide
assistance in the way of donations and volunteers. We wouldn’t be as successful as we are without the
involvement and cooperation of the International School community and we thank you for your
involvement and continued support!
Feel free to join us Friday mornings at 8 am in the PTA room for a cup of coffee or tea and a chat.
We’d love you to drop by.
The PTA Board
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Thank you to the PTA!
Only yesterday, the PTA members prepared a fantastic Staff Appreciation Breakfast. It was a great surprise for all
staff members when they came back to the Staff Room after the first block. We would like to thank the PTA
members who must have spent hours of preparations in the morning to make the day for us. The entire staff of the
International School would like to express their gratitude for the refreshments. It was very much appreciated.
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Give opportunities.

Tel: +49 (0) 531 88 92 10-0
E-mail: koeneke@cjd-braunschweig.de

Yes!

Editorial: Ms Jana Ernst

E-mail: jernst@cjd-braunschweig.de
Donations to account 121 111 · Nord/LB Braunschweig 250 500 00
The CJD Braunschweig is an institution within the Christlichen Jugenddorfwerk Deutschland e.V. (CJD) - 73061
Ebersbach - Teckstr.23 - www.cjd.de

Every year the CJD offers 155,000 adolescents and young adults’ orientation and prospects for the future. 9,500
employees and many volunteers at over 150 locations offer support, teach training skills and provide education. The

Christian concept of the human being linked with the motto “Let no one fall by the wayside” make up the core of our
work.
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